"DUSTOFF" SUPPORTS ALL DELTA UNITS

SOC TRANG, RVN--U. S. Army SP5 William G. Tucker (El Monte, Calif.) and SP4 Anthony A. Tunious (father, Mr. Leroy Tunious, 1694 Blanche Court, Baton Rouge, La.), both members of the 82nd Medical Detachment (Helicopter Ambulance), commonly known as "dustoff," simulate a night evacuation mission as part of their constant training program. The 82nd, part of the U. S. Army Aviation team in the Delta, supports all Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) soldiers, U. S. advisory groups and Special Forces camps in the 12,000 sq. miles of Vietnam's IV Corps area. Actual medical evacuations of this type take place daily as the ARVN soldiers with their U. S. Army advisors bring the war to the enemy. (U. S. ARMY PHOTO)